
1 Working with Interplay | Media Indexers 
v3.5 and Higher

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Media Indexer Independence from ASF

• Interplay | Media Indexer Overview

• Web-Based User Interface

• Web Interface Components

• Managing Interplay | Media Indexers in an Interplay Environment

• Troubleshooting Interplay | Media Indexer

• Prebuilding a Media Indexer Cache During an Upgrade

n This chapter will be incorporated into the Interplay Best Practices Guide v3.5. It is provided now 
as a separate document while the Best Practices Guide is in the process of being updated.

Media Indexer Independence from ASF

Starting at Media Indexer (MI) v3.5, Avid Service Framework (ASF) is no longer required for 
the Media Indexer clients or servers. This change has been occurring over time for MI since the 
introduction of Interplay v3.x and is described in the following sections.

Discontinued support for the Service Configuration tool for MI

The connection between the local MI on an editor and the MI servers is specified through the 
Interplay Administrator tool. This method of connection has been available since Interplay v3.x 
and is not changing. In previous releases the MI servers appeared in the Service Configuration 
tool even though that method of connection was not recommended. Starting at v3.5, the MI 
servers are no longer available in the ASF Service Configuration tool.

Since Interplay v3.x, the preferred method to configure the connection between the Media 
Indexer servers has been through the MI web interface. Starting at MI v3.5, this is the only way 
to configure the servers. 



Version support for Media Indexer v3.5

The following describes the version dependencies for MI v3.5. 

• Media Composer v6.x and the matching local MI version 2.7.x do not work with MI v3.5 
and higher. This is because the local MI v2.7.x will not be able to connect to the MI v3.5 
server via ASF. This means that all remote media will be offline in the editor. See the Editor 
and Interplay compatibility matrix on the Avid Knowledge Base for the supported editor 
versions.

• The following components are not able to connect to Media Indexer v3.5:

- MediaCentral earlier than v2.5

- Interplay Access earlier than v3.1

- Interplay Assist earlier than v3.0

Note that some of the above configurations have not been officially supported in Interplay but 
were known to work in some situations. Starting at Interplay v3.5 they will no longer be 
expected to work.

Concept of ASF Workgroup no longer applies to MI

In previous releases you used the ASF Workgroup Properties tool to make sure the local MI 
could find the Lookup Server. This is no longer necessary and has not been necessary since 
Interplay v3.x. 

Media Indexer no longer registers with the Avid Lookup Service. The ASF tools do not show 
Media Indexer 3.5 or newer versions in the service or process tree that is usually found at the left 
hand side view of those tools. 

Note that the Workgroup Properties tool still lists the Media Indexer service that is installed on 
the same machine. It shows whether the MI is available and whether it is started. 

Media Indexer Service Startup

In previous releases the Avid Service Starter Service was required to start the Interplay Media 
Indexer service.

Now Media Indexer Service on Windows will auto start and no longer requires the Avid Service 
Starter Service.

Note that the Media Indexer Windows service by default will not be configured to take any 
special recovery activities in case of service failure. If that is desired, the Media Indexer windows 
service can be configured manually. For example, you can configure it to just restart on the first 
and second service failure.
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Limitation: Media Indexer Service Restart after Shutdown

You can shut down the Media Indexer using the Web interface. However, a shutdown via the MI 
Web interface will not automatically restart the service, even though the web interface specifies 
that a restart should be expected.

As a workaround, start the MI from Microsoft Windows Services. Or change the MI service 
startup type to Manual if Avid Service Starter Service is installed on the machine.

Network of Media Indexers Replaces High Availability Group

Starting at MI v3.5, the High Availability Group (HAG) is replaced by the Network of Media 
Indexers (NOMI). The user interface for the NOMI in the MI web interface is similar to the HAG 
interface. The main difference is that the NOMI does not use ASF.

The NOMI contains the Media Indexer servers in the Network of Media Indexers. It does not 
contain the local Media Indexers on the editor clients. The editor clients continue to use the 
Hostname Settings view in the Interplay Administrator tool to create a connection to the Media 
Indexer servers in the NOMI.

Note that if you want to maintain an MI that monitors the storage locations as an active standby 
node, you can configure it to monitor the storage locations but do not add it to the NOMI.

You can have multiple NOMIs in one Interplay environment, each with its own unique name. 
The MIs in a particular NOMI must all connect using the same NOMI name. The MI servers in a 
NOMI use multicast to communicate with each other as described in the next section.

Multicast Connection for MI Servers

The Media Indexer servers in the Network of Media Indexers (NOMI) communicate via 
Multicast. This has been the case since Interplay v3.x. It usually does not require any special 
configuration because the MI servers in a NOMI typically reside in the same network segment 
(subnet). However if the members of the NOMI connect to separate switches for any reason, 
additional configuration may be required to propagate multicast packets (at layer 2) between 
switches. Refer to Appendix B in Network Requirements for ISIS and Interplay PAM and MAM 
on the Avid Knowledge Base.

Note that the local Media Indexers on the editors do not require Multicast communication with 
the servers. Multicast communication is only required between the Media Indexer servers. The 
multicast address used is 239.255.2.3 on UDP port 6155.
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Upgrading an MI HAG to an MI v3.5 or Higher NOMI

If you have an MI HAG configured when you update the Media Indexers to v3.5, the installer 
will maintain the structure of the HAG and use the name of the HAG for the new Network of 
Media Indexers. The weight and HAG status is also brought forward for the individual Media 
Indexer servers. So changing the MI settings is only required if you want to change the NOMI 
name or change the MI weight in the NOMI. Or if a HAG was not configured before the 
upgrade.

Note that the update to MI v3.5 requires a re-index of all the configured storage locations, so 
plan your time accordingly. See “Prebuilding a Media Indexer Cache During an Upgrade” on 
page 52.

n If you upgrade an MI to v3.5 and then downgrade back to an earlier release, the MI will revert to 
its original settings (such as the weight, HAG status, HAG Name) in the HAG. This will occur 
even if you had changed the settings while in the v3.5 NOMI.

Interplay | Media Indexer Overview

The Interplay Media Indexer keeps track of media files in storage locations that you identify. 
Other applications and Interplay components communicate with the Media Indexers servers 
including Media Composer, MediaCentral UX, Interplay Transcode, Interplay Transfer, and 
Interplay Access.

In an Interplay Production environment, each Avid editing system has its own local Media 
Indexer that manages the local storage areas on that system. Each Interplay Production 
environment also has at least one Interplay Media Indexer that manages media on shared storage. 
The servers are referred to as the Network of Media Indexers (NOMI). When the Avid editing 
system needs to access media on shared storage, it communicates with its local Interplay Media 
Indexer, which then communicates with the Network of Media Indexers. 

For additional information, see the following:

• For information on configuring the Network of Media Indexers and connecting Avid editing 
clients to the Network of Media Indexers, see “Configuring Media Indexer Servers” on 
page 28.

• See the Interplay Best Practices Guide for information on how Media Indexer works with 
AMA material.
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Web-Based User Interface

Media Indexer uses a Web-based user interface for configuring and gathering information about 
Interplay Media Indexers and the storage locations they monitor. You connect to the Web UI 
through a secure HTTPS port 8443 using the following URL:

https://<MI system name>:8443/mi

Each Interplay Media Indexer hosts its own web-based user interface. This includes MIs on 
editor systems. The Web-based user interface is only available while the Interplay Media Indexer 
application is running.

Note the following:

• Earlier MI releases used the following URL http:\\<MI system name>:8888/mi. This URL 
now redirects to the new URL using HTTPS port 8443.

• Access through the secure port uses the Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), which requires the 
server to have a digital certificate. Media Indexer uses a self-signed certificate.

• With a self-signed certificate, the user is initially presented with a warning message. The 
exact message depends on the browser, but in all cases the user will be able to access Media 
Indexer. 

The following illustration shows the warning page in the Chrome Browser when you 
connect to Media Indexer on the machine that hosts the Web UI. Although the message 
seems serious, the https connection is secure and there is little security risk for a properly 
configured Media Indexer system. You can click on “Proceed to localhost (unsafe)” and 
view the Media Indexer Web UI.
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Web Interface Components

The following sections describe the different tabs on the Web Interface.

Configuration Tab

Use the Configuration tab to configure a Media Indexer server. The following illustration shows 
the Configuration window.
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In the case of local storage on an editor, the Interplay Media Indexer displays the full UNC path 
to the storage location as well as the local path to the media files. The following illustration 
shows the configuration for an editor named bsi-pc10 that has local storage on the C: drive. It is 
connected to the Network of Media Indexers via the Interplay Media Indexer running on the 
system named a51-wg2-eng1. The illustration also shows the storage locations configured for the 
Network of Media Indexers.
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For information on configuring the Network of Media Indexers, see “Configuring Media Indexer 
Servers” on page 28.

Note that you can add a storage location before it is available online. MI will rescan 
automatically once the storage location becomes available. MI automatically resets unavailable 
workspaces each 30 seconds.

To manually rescan or reindex a folder, select the folder in the Storage Browser and select 
Rescan or Reindex. See “Reindex and Rescan Buttons” on page 22.

Updating the Media Indexer Cache and Configuring the Network of Media Indexers

Use the “Cache and NOMI  Information” tab to update the Interplay Media Indexer cache and 
configure the Network of Media Indexers (NOMI). The “Join to Network of Media Indexers” 
option is not available on a local Media Indexer.

For information on configuring the Network of Media Indexers, see “Configuring Media Indexer 
Servers” on page 28.

Storage Location Icons

The icons used for MI storage locations depend on the storage type (ISIS, local, or 3rd party) and 
whether the storage location is used for AMA or for non-AMA media. ISIS Storage types are 
further delineated by the ISIS family. For example, ISIS 7500 is defined as Realtime and ISIS 
2500 is defined as Nearline. 
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n You can view a tool tip explanation of the icon by hovering the mouse over it.

The following table shows the Media Indexer web interface icons for Interplay v3.1 and later.

In addition to the above icons, an additional icon identifies the license status of the folder as 
follows:

• I - Implicit license - the material in this folder does not require a license

• E - Explicit license - the material in this folder requires a license and one has been applied

• U - Unlicensed - the material in this folder requires a license and one has not been applied

MI Web Interface Icon Description Comments

AMA Realtime Storage This includes AMA media stored on ISIS 
7500, 7000, 5500, and 5000.

AMA Nearline Storage This includes AMA media stored on ISIS 
2500, ISIS 2000, and licensed 3rd party 
storage.

MXF Realtime Storage This includes MXF media stored on ISIS 
7500, 7000, 5500, and 5000. These locations 
are actively indexed by Media Indexer.

MXF Nearline This includes MXF material stored on ISIS 
2500, and ISIS 2000. These locations are 
actively indexed by Media Indexer.

MI Cannot Access this 
Folder

Media Indexer cannot access the storage 
location. 

• For AMA storage locations, this might not 
be a serious problem because Media 
Indexer does not index the AMA media 
directly. It indexes the related .spaaf files.

• For MXF storage locations, this indicates 
a serious problem.

The X symbol can also indicate that the folder 
was mistyped or that the storage location is 
not available. In this case, Media Indexer 
might have access to the storage when it is 
available.
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The following illustration shows examples of implicity and explicity licensed storage locations. 

Statistics Tab

The Statistics tab presents information that was previously covered by the ASF Health Monitor. 
You can leave sections open and move sections around on the window. Your browser retains the 
arrangement the next time you open the window. This section describes the Statistics views.

Memory Usage Information

This view displays memory usage for different Java memory pools as shown in the following 
illustration.
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Network of Media Indexers Statistics

Starting at MI v3.5, the Redundancy Statistics view is replaced by the Network of Media 
Indexers Statistics view as shown in the following illustration.
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This view displays the following information about the currently selected MI:

• Identifies the role of the selected MI in the network - master or slave.

• Specifies the machine name of the master of the NOMI.

• The weight of the current node in the network. The node with the highest weight is the 
master.

• The mirroring state. This example only has one node in the NOMI so the mirroring state is 
listed as “Not Required” on the master. If there were more than one node in the NOMI, the 
mirroring state on the slave would be listed as Pending or Done.

• If mirroring is happening, the system shows the timestamps of the last mirroring activity.

• The number of MIs in this NOMI.
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• Troubleshooting information regarding the last time this MI published or received a 
message.

• The versions of the MIs in the NOMI. If all MIs in the NOMI have same version, then only 
one version is listed. If the versions are different then each version is listed separately.

Environment Statistics

Starting at MI v3.5, the Environment Statistics view contains information about the following:

• The name of the Network of Media Indexers (NOMI) and a list of the MIs in the NOMI.

• Local and server Media Indexers in the network (same subnet) along with the ASF 
workgroup name and the MI version running on each system.

The following illustrations shows there is one Media Indexer server application in the Network 
of Media Indexers named HAGWG2. It is running on the server named a51-wg2-eng1. The MI is 
a member of the ASF workgroup named A51-WG2 and it is running MI version v3.5.0.27126.

Server Statistics

The Server Statistics view contains information about the selected MI.

Possible values for Media Indexer Type:

• Local Media Indexer

• Standby Media Indexer (server MI that is not a member of NOMI)

• Network of Media Indexers (server MI that is a member of NOMI)

Possible values for Network of Media Indexers:

• Not a part of a Network of Media Indexers (for Local and Standby MIs)

• NOMI Name (for MI that is a member of NOMI) In this example, the name of the NOMI is 
HAGWG2.
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Performance Statistics

Starting at MI v3.5, the Table Statistics view is replaced by the Performance Statistics view. The 
view displays the Average and Maximum time for services requests in milliseconds as shown in 
the following illustration.
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When Java Monitoring is disabled on the Performance Report tab, performance statistics are not 
available and the system displays the following message:

“Performance statistics are not available. Java monitoring is disabled.”

Scanning Workers and Indexing Workers - File Scanning Features

Media Indexer scans files on a per folder basis. Media Indexer maintains a pool of active workers 
and the workers select from a queue of folders that must be scanned. When a worker finishes 
scanning a folder it selects another folder from the queue.

You can use the Media Indexer Web-based user interface to view the progress of the file 
scanning. This value (Current Queue Length) is displayed in the Statistics window as shown in 
the following illustration:
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The Current Queue Length value shows the number of folders that must still be scanned. Note 
that the display is not dynamic. Click the Refresh button to update the value.

Avid recommends that you keep no more than 5,000 files in an ISIS folder that is being indexed 
by an Interplay Media Indexer. See “Improving Interplay | Media Indexer Performance by 
Limiting the File Count in Media File Folders” on page 49.

Storage Statistics

Storage Statistics displays information about the monitored workspaces, folders, and files.

Quarantined files in Storage Statistics and AMA Storage Statistics use subfolders labeled by 
month and year. The quarantined file count is displayed for MXF and AMA storage locations. 
Only files in subfolders labeled yyyymm are listed.
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.

Local Adapters

See “Heartbeat Information” on page 39.

AMQ Server Adapters

AMQ server connection is displayed in the AMQ Server Adapters section
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Network Information

In the Network Information view, a green check mark is displayed when the current and initial IP 
addresses are the same. A warning triangle is displayed when current and initial IP addresses are 
different, as in the following illustration.

Storage Browser Tab

The Storage Browser allows you to browse the storage locations and examine the media files that 
are being indexed. Click on a folder to view details about the media files. The following 
illustration shows the contents of a selected folder in the Storage Browser.
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The Storage Browser does not update dynamically. Do one of the following to update the 
display:

• If a storage location is added after you open the page, press the Refresh button to show the 
new information.

• To see changes within an existing folder, select the folder again.

The Storage Browser displays a variety of information about a media file including the 
following:

• Full path to the file (Folder Path)

• Channel ID

• FilemobID, original FilemobID, and MasterMobID

• Clip size (in bytes)

• Creation time, start time, duration, and time last modified

You can right-click an item in the list to view detailed information about the object including 
codec, quality information, VCID, and timecode information. 
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Possible uses of the Storage Browser for troubleshooting include the following:

• When investigating dynamic relink and media offline issues, check for problems with the 
start time, duration, offset, and channel ID.

• When investigating media offline issues in the editor, perform a Reveal File in the editor 
application to determine the path to the MXF file, then check the Interplay Media Indexer 
Storage Browser to determine whether the Interplay Media Indexer can locate the file.

Copy and Search Features

This section describes the context menu options that appear when you right-click an item in the 
Storage Browser tab.

The following list describes the context menu options:

• Copy allows you to copy the selected entry and for example, paste it into a text file for 
trouble shooting.

• Show Quality Descriptor displays information about the selected item as shown in the 
following illustration.
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• Search - allows you to automatically search the Media Indexer database for the selected item 
using several different parameters.

• Delete - allows you to delete spaaf files that belong to certain AMA essences. In most 
normal workflows spaaf files should be deleted only from Interplay Access.

The following procedure describes how to use the Search feature.
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To use the Search context menu item:

1. Right click an item as shown in the following illustration.

n The “Search > in Access” item is planned for a future release and does not work for this release.

2. Select the criteria to search. In this example, Sourced ID is selected.

The MI displays a new search tab using the selected parameters and executes the search.

3. Optionally select a item from the search result and perform another search.

This search feature saves time during trouble shooting. In previous releases you had to select 
an item and then paste the item into a new search tab. Now this step is performed 
automatically.

This search feature is useful when you want to compare items in Access and MI. It is also 
useful when you want to search for items that share the similar source ID or the same path, 
etc.

Reindex and Rescan Buttons

The Reindex and Rescan buttons at the top of the Storage Browser window allow you to perform 
a reindex or rescan of a particular workspace or folder. You can perform the operation on the top 
level folder (shallow) or all folders underneath (deep).
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The following explains the difference between reindexing and rescanning a folder:

• ReIndex: Interplay Media Indexer deletes all indexing information for the files in that folder 
and then starts indexing the files again. This can create a time period in which no indexing 
information is available for files in that folder.

• Rescan: Interplay Media Indexer reindexes all of the files that have been changed or added 
since the last time Interplay Media Indexer indexed the folder. It also removes all files that 
are no longer available on the file system.

A rescan is usually not needed because the Interplay Media Indexer will catch up with 
changes on the file system by notifications sent form ISIS. However, there are situations, 
such as network problems, where those notifications might get lost. In that case, a rescan 
will pick up missed changes.

If a file shows as media offline and it reappears in the web interface after you perform a 
rescan, it is often a good indication that there may be problems with either your network 
connection or your connection to ISIS. 

See also, “Changing the Interplay | Media Indexer Full Resync Time” on page 52.

n These are CPU intensive operations. Interplay Media Indexer responsiveness will decrease for 
the duration of the operation. The operation will run in the background (not visible from the web 
user interface).

The following illustration shows an example with multiple workspaces. To rescan the entire 
workspace named ams3, select the workspace and choose Rescan > Deep. Note that you can also 
right-click the workspace and select Rescan > Deep.
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In the above example, Shallow would have no use since there are no individual files at the top 
level of the workspace. In the following example, to rescan the folder named a51-wg1-ap1.1, 
select the folder and choose either Shallow or Deep.
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Since editor applications create structure folders on ISIS without extra files at the top level, the 
Shallow option is rarely needed. It is provided in case an application uses a different folder 
layout or when you need to rescan only a certain subfolder and not whole workspace. Rescan of 
a subfolder will take less time then Deep Rescan of whole workspace.

Viewing the Scan or Reindex Progress

When performing a reindex or rescan you can view the progress on the Statistics window under 
Scanning Workers Thread Pool Statistics and Indexing Workers Thread Pool Statistics. The 
Current Queue Length value shows the number of folders or files that still need to be processed. 
Use the Refresh button to update the display. The following illustration shows the Scanning and 
Indexing sections of the Statistics window.
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Search Tab

The Storage Search window allows you to search for the following:

• folder path

• file path (supply the full path to a file)

• File mob ID

• Channel ID

• Source ID

• Quality ID (datasource)

• Quality ID (quality descriptor)

The following illustration shows the results of a search for a File mob ID.

n You can right-click an item in the results section and create another search. See“Copy and 
Search Features” on page 20.

Performance Report Tab

The Performance Report tab provides access to Interplay Media Indexer specific performance 
reports based on JAMon. JAMon stands for Java Application Monitor. It allows developers to 
monitor applications such as Interplay Media Indexer. This page is intended for Customer 
Support to help investigate problems occurring on a Interplay Media Indexer system. 

JAMon allows you to view data on the web page and to export the data using various formats. 
For additional information on JAMon, see the following web page:

http://jamonapi.sourceforge.net/

Note that the JAMon monitoring is on by default, The performance effect is very low because the 
application only collects statistical data. 
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Media Indexer MQ Resource Tab

The MQ Resources tab provides technical details about the embedded messaging infrastructure 
as shown in the following illustration.

Configuring Media Indexer Servers and Clients

This section describes how to use the Web interface to configure Media Indexer serves and 
clients.
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Configuring Media Indexer Servers

To configure the Media Indexer server:

1. Open the web interface on the Media Indexer server using the following URL:

http://<MI system name>:8443/mi/

where <MI system name> is the server name or IP address of the system running the Media 
Indexer. If you are logged onto the MI server, you can use localhost for the MI server 
name.

2. Click the Configuration tab and then click the Cache and NOMI Information tab.

The following illustration shows a completed section. 

3. Specify a name for the Network of Media Indexers and click the check box for “Join to 
Network of Media Indexers (NOMI)”.

Note that in this example the NOMI is named HAGWG2 since it was inherited as part of an 
upgrade to the MI v3.5 release.

4. Enter the weight of this Media Indexer in the NOMI. The Media Indexer with the highest 
weight is the master of the NOMI. 

5. Accept the defaults and click Apply Configuration.

To Add Storage Locations to the Media Indexer Server:

1. Click either the Add Storage Location or Add AMA Storage Location button as follows:

- Use Add Storage Locations for .mxf files on shared storage.
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- Use Add AMA Storage Location for AMA media.

n You can only add or modify storage locations on the NOMI leader.

2. Click OK to save the configuration.

3. Add additional storage locations as necessary. Use UNC path notation for adding locations 
to index or to describe AMA media locations when pointing to shared storage (ISIS).

The following illustration shows an MI configured with multiple .mxf  storage locations.

Adding an Additional Media Indexer to the Network of Media Indexers

You can use the MI web interface to add Media Indexers to the NOMI for redundancy.

To use the web interface to add an additional Media Indexer:

1. Open the web interface for the second MI server.

2. Click the Configuration tab and then click the Cache and NOMI Information tab.

3. Click the “Join to Network of Media Indexers (NOMI)” check box and enter a weight lower 
than the leader. 

If you click the Storage Locations tab you should see the same storages locations as the 
leader. In this case they will be Read Only. 

4. Add the new Media Indexer to the Interplay Administrator as described in “Identifying the 
Media Indexer in the Interplay Administrator Tool” on page 30.
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Identifying the Media Indexer in the Interplay Administrator Tool

The following applications use the Server MI Connection URL setting in the Interplay 
Administrator tool to locate the Media Indexer servers.

• Avid editing applications

• Production Services Transcode provider

• STP Encode

• Interplay Transfer engine

• Interplay Assist

n Starting at Interplay v3.1, Interplay Assist no longer requires the Workgroup Name to connect to 
the Media Indexer.

n Starting in Interplay v3.5, Interplay Access no longer needs the Workgroup Name portion of the 
Interplay Administration tool to connect to the Media Indexer.

To identify the MI Connection URL in the Interplay Administration tool:

1. Open the Interplay Administrator tool and open the Server Hostname Settings view.

2. In the Workgroup and Media Indexer Settings section, locate the Server MI Connection 
URL section.

3. Click the Add button to add a Media Indexer server.

The following illustration shows a completed section.
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4. Add the name of the MI server and click Apply Changes. Note that this example uses an 
Interplay Bundle setup where the Interplay Engine, Media Indexer, and Interplay Production 
Engine are all running on the same system.

5. If you have more than one MI in the Network of Media Indexers, add the other MI servers 
also. Note that additional Media Indexer servers must join the NOMI in order to connect to 
the URL.

The system creates a URL for the Media Indexer server and displays the URL below the MI 
Servers window. The URL contains the MI server name and port 61717. This is the default 
port used to connect to the Media Indexer server.
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Configuring the Local Media Indexer on an Avid Editing System

You do not explicitly add the Network of Media Indexers to the local Media Indexer 
configuration. If the “Server MI Configuration URL” is correctly set in the Interplay 
Administration tool, the Avid editing application will automatically add the NOMI connection to 
the local MI configuration when you log into Interplay.

Do not use the “Connect to AMQ server MI” button on the web interface to make an explicit 
connection to the Network of Media Indexers. This option is overridden by the value in the 
Interplay Administrator tool at login time.

To connect an Avid editing application to the Network of Media Indexers:

1. Configure the Administrator tool to recognize the NOMI. See “Identifying the Media 
Indexer in the Interplay Administrator Tool” on page 30.

2. On your Avid editing system, start the editor and then log into the Interplay database using 
one of the following methods:

- Log in using the Project Select dialog that opens when you start the editor.

- Log in using the Interplay Server and Interplay User dialogs in the Settings window.

After you log into the Interplay database, your local Media Indexer will automatically 
connect to the Media Indexer in the Network of Media Indexers 

n When you start the Avid editing application, there is an initialization period named “Connecting 
to the Media Indexer.” This process connects to the local Media Indexer.

3. (Option) Open the Media Indexer web interface, select the Avid editing system, and view the 
connection to the Network of Media Indexers.

The system displays the local storage locations as well as the storage locations for the Media 
Indexer server as shown in the following illustration. In this example the name of the local 
editor system is bsi-pc10.
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Managing Interplay | Media Indexers in an Interplay 
Environment

This section covers the following topics:

• “Import and Export MI Configuration Files” on page 33

• “Viewing the Size of Indexed Workspaces and Folders” on page 37

• “Managing the Order of Storage Locations” on page 36

• “Changing the Resync Interval for an Interplay | Media Indexer” on page 46

• “Import and Export Configuration Files” on page 303

Import and Export MI Configuration Files

You can export and import a Media Indexer configuration, which can save time and effort when 
setting up another instance of Media Indexer. The following information is included in the 
exported .cfg file:

• MXF Index Locations

• AMA Media Location
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• AMA Metadata (SPAAF) Location

• MI Server Connection

When importing a configuration file, you have options for which configuration information to 
import and whether to replace or merge the configuration.

n Configuration files created by the MI web interface are incompatible with files previously 
created by ASF.

Media Indexer Web UI Security

Use the Security page to add security to the MI web interface as follows:

• Click the Enable button to enable security. Security is disabled by default.

• Create an Administrator account for secure access. This is the only account available. The 
password is stored in userCache.cache. The security status and password can be reset when 
the Media Indexer Web UI is opened on the machine on which it was installed.

• If Security is enabled, you must log in as administrator is to make changes to the UI.
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Media Indexer Web UI Shutdown

You can shut down Media Indexer from the Web UI. Shutdown is available only when logged on 
to the system displaying the Web UI.

There are two options for shutdown:

• Shutdown immediately

• Shutdown after all requests are processed.

After a shutdown, the browser page will be automatically loaded when Media Indexer starts up 
again.

Multiple ISIS Support

One Interplay Media Indexer can index two or more ISIS systems in the same Interplay 
workgroup. The following limitations apply:

• Each Interplay Media Indexer in the Network of Media Indexers must have access to all of 
the available ISIS workspaces. For information on setting up and configuring ISIS systems, 
see the Setup Guide for your ISIS product.

• Configure the ISIS client on the Interplay Media Indexer to recognize all available ISIS 
systems. Use the Remote Host Settings button to connect to additional ISIS systems as 
shown in the following illustration.
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• Configure the leader of the Network of Media Indexers to see all of the storage locations that 
you want to access on both ISIS systems. For example, the following illustration shows 
connections to the workspaces on two ISIS systems. The two System Directors are named 
A51-wg1-sd1 and BSI-Multi-ISIS.

Managing the Order of Storage Locations

You can use the Configuration tab on the web interface to change the order of storage locations. 
The following illustration shows the related interface elements.
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• Move up and Move down buttons: Allow you to move the storage locations within the list. 
When Sorting by Priority is enabled, you can manage the priority by moving the storage 
locations up and down in the list. The highest priority storage location is at the top of the list.

• Sort by buttons: Allow you to switch between the default priority order and alphabetical 
order. 

n In the case of a local Interplay Media Indexer, the local results are always returned before the 
results from the Network of Media Indexers.

Viewing the Size of Indexed Workspaces and Folders

You can view the total size of the files indexed by a storage location and by a particular folder. 
The following illustration shows the total size of each storage location in the Statistics tab.
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n The Interplay Media Indexer only calculates the size of files that are indexed. If there are non-
indexed files in the folder they are not reported in this value.

The following illustration shows the size of folders in the Storage Browser tab. The Deep value is 
the size of the currently selected folder and all subfolders under this folder. The value on the 
right is the size of the currently selected folder. In this example the top folder is empty but the 
subfolders contain indexed media.
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Troubleshooting Interplay | Media Indexer

This section describes what to do if you have media that is showing as offline. It usually means 
that the Interplay Media Indexer does not see the media; there are several things to check.

Before you begin troubleshooting, verify the following:

• Shared storage volumes (ISIS workspaces) are mounted and the user that mounted the 
workspace has Read/Write privileges.

• On Avid ISIS, Interplay Media Indexers that monitor shared storage must use letterless drive 
mapping. In general other Interplay clients, such as Avid editing applications, must use 
Lettered drive mappings. For more information on mounting drives, see the Avid ISIS Client 
Manager Help.

• The editing application is logged in to the Interplay Engine with a user that has sufficient 
privileges.

• The Windows firewall is disabled.

• It is possible to ping the machine that runs the shared storage Interplay Media Indexer by IP 
address and by name from the editing system and vice versa.

Heartbeat Information

You can view heartbeat information for each workspace being monitored by the Interplay Media 
Indexer. Heartbeat refers to the network connectivity between the Interplay Media Indexer and 
the shared storage workspace.

The system displays the Heartbeat information for each workspace in the Local Adapters view as 
shown in the following illustration.
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The “Last heartbeat notification delay” is the value of interest. Check the value periodically and 
record the value. Over time you will get an idea of the normal delay value for that workspace. If 
you notice a spike in the value it may indicate that there is a problem with the connectivity to 
shared storage. Check the ISIS System Director Administrator user interface to see if there are 
any problems or additional loads being placed on the shared storage system.

In most cases a delay of up to 30 seconds is acceptable. If it takes several minutes, it is a sign that 
there may be a problem with the connection between Interplay Media Indexer and ISIS shared 
storage. 

Each received heartbeat notification is also logged to the storage-notification log in the following 
directory:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\log

If a problem occurs you can check the log to determine when the problem started and correlate it 
with any other occurrences in your Interplay environment that happened around the same time. 
For example, it can be useful to check the heartbeat values if there is a problem with new media 
not coming online fast enough. In that case, compare the values on the other Interplay Media 
Indexers in the Network of Media Indexers to see if there is a problem with one of them or to rule 
them out as part of the problem.
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The default for the heartbeat is 600 seconds (10 minutes). You can change the heartbeat interval 
value by editing the following line in the jini.config file:

static notifiactionsHeartbeatInterval = new Integer( 600 );

The jini.config file is located in the following directory on the Interplay Media Indexer server:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\config\jini

Log File and Cache File Locations

Log and cache files are located in the following folder on Windows 7, Windows 8, Windows 10, 
Windows Server 2008, and Windows Server 2012: 

%ProgramData%\Avid\AvidMI

This usually translates to the following location:

C:\Program Data\Avid\AvidMI

On Windows Server 2003, log and cache files are in one of the following locations:

• log files: %Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\log

• cache files: %Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state

On a Macintosh editor, the log and cache files are in the following location:

• log files: /Applications/Avid Media Indexer/state/log

• cache files: /Applications/Avid Media Indexer/state

Archived Log Files

Log files are now automatically archived in the following folder:

%ProgramData%\Avid\AvidMI\log\archive

This usually translates to the following location:

C:\Program Data\Avid\AvidMI\log\archive
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One zip file per day is stored in the folder with the following limitations:

• If there is less than 10 GB free space on the drive that stores the log and cache files, the 
Interplay Media Indexer starts removing zip files, oldest first, until more than 10 GB is free. 
Note that the current day’s archive is not removed.

• Zipped log archives are removed automatically by size and age restrictions. The details of 
the restrictions are configurable in the jini.config file at the following location on a Windows 
system:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\config\jini

On a Macintosh editor, the log archives and jini config files are in the following locations:

log archive files: /Applications/Avid Media Indexer/state/log/archive
jini config file: /Applications/Avid Media Indexer/state/config/jini

Default jini config file values

The default values for configuring the saving and purging of archive files are as follows:

// Period for scheduling task which purges log archives (in milliseconds).
static archivesPurgerPeriod = new Long( 300000 );

// Retained archives count for task which purges log archives.
static archivesCount = new Integer( 60 );

// Retained archives size for task which purges log archives (in bytes).
static archivesSize = new Long( 104857600 );

Media Indexer Cache Files Format

This section describes the MI cache files. Note that cache files are binary files and are not 
intended to be human-readable.

adapters.cache

The adapters.cache file contains information about which workspaces or file locations are 
configured for indexing. In the case of a local Interplay Media Indexer, it also identifies the 
Interplay Media Indexer server in the Network of Media Indexers that the local Interplay Media 
Indexer is connected to. For those familiar with the Interplay Media Indexer cache files, the 
information that used to be contained in the ummds.cache files is now in adapters.cache.
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quality.cache 

The quality.cache file contains information about the quality or resolution of indexed files. For 
those familiar with Interplay Media Indexer cache files, this information used to be in the 
ummds.cache file.

metadata_xx_y.cache 

The metadata cache files are the persistent storage for the actual essence metadata that the 
Interplay Media Indexer is monitoring. While the adapters.cache file has the information about 
which locations on the file system to index, the metadata_xx_y.cache file contains the result of 
indexing those locations. On a local Interplay Media Indexer, the results will only contain data 
that is indexed locally, while on a server Interplay Media Indexer, the results will usually contain 
results from indexing shared storage. 

For those familiar with Interplay Media Indexer cache files, the information that used to be 
contained in the channelxxx.cache is now in the metadata_xx_yy.cache files. The value for xx is 
always 20, and the values for y range from 1 to 20. Data will be spread across these files.

adapters.txt 

Adapters.txt is a readable file that contains the configured workspaces. Interplay Media Indexer 
keeps that in sync with the caches but does not need this for loading data from the cache. The file 
is informational only and is overwritten each time the cache is flushed or the storage locations 
are changed. The file is basically a readable version of adapters.cache. Interplay Media Indexer 
does not read any information from the file.

The following table lists the MI database files including the cache files.

Type Naming Scheme File Type
Available since MI 
version

MXF Media MetaData metadata_xx_yy.cache MXF-DB-File NA

MXF MetaData Indexes mdLinks.cache MXF-DB-File NA

MXF Plugin-ID-to-Name-
Mapping

plugins.cache MXF-DB-File v3.0.x

MXF Quality Descriptor quality.cache MXF-DB-File NA

MXF Quality Descriptor Index quality_idx.cache MXF-DB-File NA

MXF Index Locations adapters.cache MXF-DB-File NA

AMA Media MetaData amaMetadata_xx_yy.cac
he

AMA-DB-File 3.0.x
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Cache File Behavior for Local Media Indexers

The local Media Indexer does not cache data that is available on the Interplay Media Indexer 
server. Refer to the server cache files for that information. 

Media Indexer utest_amq Application

The Media Indexer utest application is not supported for MI v3.5 and higher. 

The new replacement for utest is utest_amq which provides all the features that were present in 
utest along with several new features. Note that utest_amq is a command line interface and does 
not provide a user interface mode or a topology print. The following illustration shows the 
utest_amq command and its options.

AMA MetaData Indexes amaMdPathLinkCache.c
ache

AMA-DB-File 3.0.x

AMA Plugin-ID-to-Name-
Mapping

amaPlugins.cache AMA-DB-File 3.0.x

AMA Quality Descriptors amaQuality.cache AMA-DB-File 3.0.x

AMA Quality Descriptor Index amaQuality_idx.cache AMA-DB-File 3.0.x

AMA Essence Locations amaAdapters.cache AMA-DB-File 3.0.x

Storage Licenses licenses.cache Internal v3.1.x

Password Store mi.keystore Internal v3.2.x

User Store userCache.cache Internal v3.2.x

Type Naming Scheme File Type
Available since MI 
version
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The command resides in the following directory:

Windows:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\bin --> usually C:\ProgramFiles\Avid\AvidMI\bin

Mac OS X:

/Applications/Avid/Media Indexer/bin

Type “utest_amq.bat” on Win or “./utest_amq.sh” on Mac for a list of the available options.
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Media Indexer and the ASF Diagnostics Tool

The ASF Diagnostics tool is supported for Media Indexer v3.5 and greater. However, the Live 
Mode is no longer supported because the MI no longer appears in the ASF process tree. You can 
still open individual .alf log files, a folder, or a zip with .alf files in the Diagnostics tool.

To open individual .alf log files in the Diagnostics tool, copy the log files to a system running 
ASF and use File > Open or File > Folder Open as shown in the following illustration.

The following illustration shows the .alf file open in the Diagnostics tool.
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You can filter on the following values to obtain diagnostics information.

• Filter on the logger name “com.avid.ummd” to filter all messages issued by the Interplay 
Media Indexer. For example, this can provide additional information about quarantined files.

• Filter on logger name “com.avid.workgroup”  to filter messages issued by the Service 
Framework. For example, this can provide information regarding Interplay Media Indexer 
election issues.

• Filter on logger name “UMMDTableCacheLoader” to determine problems with loading the 
cache file. 
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• Filter on “INDEXING ERROR”  to view indexing errors as they happen.

• Filter on “Quarantined file” to view information on bad media files as they are quarantined. 
Note that if you see a lot of Quarantined file messages about OMFI media files, it can be a 
sign of the presence of legacy OMF files, or still unsupported OMF precompute media files.

• Filter on the Message “Commit” to see when the Interplay Media Indexer saved the cache.

Audit Trail Logging

The MI audit trail logging mechanism allows you to collect all Interplay Media Indexer events 
that could affect file count. It uses a different logger name than the default Java logger so that it 
can be configured separately.

To enable and configure the audit trail logging capability:

1. Open the following file in an application such as Notepad:

.\ AvidMI\state\config\logging.properties

2. Locate the following line:

#com.avid.workgroup.diagnostics.logging.AvidFileHandler.count = 100

3. Remove the # sign to uncomment the line, and change the value to 500 as follows:

com.avid.workgroup.diagnostics.logging.AvidFileHandler.count = 500

4. Add the following line after the modified line:

com.avid.ummd.util.AuditTrail.level = FINE

5. Save the file and restart the Interplay Media Indexer.

This enables the new audit trail mechanism to track file system operations. This level of 
logging can be increased to FINER or FINEST if more detailed information is required.

c Only use the audit trail for troubleshooting. The feature uses Interplay Media Indexer 
resources and can affect system performance. After you finish troubleshooting, comment 
out the modified lines and restart the Interplay Media Indexer. For example:

#com.avid.workgroup.diagnostics.logging.AvidFileHandler.count = 500
#com.avid.ummd.util.AuditTrail.level = FINE

Storage Notification Logging

Media Indexer provides a logging feature that collects information on notifications from shared 
storage. The information is stored in the following log file:

\AvidMI\state\config\storage-notifications-x.alf
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where x is the index of the file.

By default, the Interplay Media Indexer logs warnings in the file when folders are found with 
more than 5,500 (warning) and 10,000 (severe warning) files.

In addition, the number of log files saved and the file size limit for each log file are configurable.

To modify the number of saved log files and the size of saved log files:

1. Open the following file in an application such as Notepad:

.\ AvidMI\state\config\logging.properties

2. Locate the following lines:

# the size limit for each log file in bytes. 
# Default value is 2 * 1024 * 1024 = 2097152 = 2 MB 
com.avid.ummd.util.StorageNotificationsHandler.limit = 2097152
# the log files count. Default value is 10
com.avid.ummd.util.StorageNotificationsHandler.count = 10

3. Modify either the limit (file size) or count (number of log files) value as necessary.

4. Save the file and restart the Interplay Media Indexer.

For additional information on using the logging properties file, see “Audit Trail Logging” on 
page 48.

Improving Interplay | Media Indexer Performance by Limiting the File 
Count in Media File Folders

Avid strongly recommends that you keep no more than 5,000 files in an ISIS folder that is being 
indexed by a Interplay Media Indexer. The number of files per folder affects the speed at which 
the Interplay Media Indexer can traverse the folder. Interplay Media Indexer must traverse a 
folder when one of the following occurs:

• When the Interplay Media Indexer starts up and must rescan the folders

• When the Interplay Media Indexer starts up with an empty cache

• During a daily resync

• When you delete, move, or rename a file or folder

If you have more than 5,000 files in a folder you can use one of the following techniques to 
redistribute the files:

• Use the Production Services Move Provider to move the media files associated with master 
clips

• Move the files manually as described in the following procedure
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To manually move media files to a different media files folder:

1. Identify the folder that contains too many files and determine which shared storage 
workspace it resides on.

2. Open the Configuration tab on the Media Indexer Web interface and remove the workspace 
from the Storage Locations section.

3. Create a new folder on the same shared storage workspace and move enough media files to 
get the file count down below 5,000 files. For example, sort by creation date and move all the 
files created after a certain date to the new folder.

4. Add the workspace back into the Interplay Media Indexer storage configuration. 

The files will still be online in the Avid editing application but they will be offline in 
Interplay Access.

To bring the files back online in Interplay Access, do one of the following:

t In Interplay Access, select all the files that you moved, right-click the selection, and choose 
Update Status from Interplay Media Indexer. For example, search by creation date, select all 
the files, and then perform the Update Status from Interplay Media Indexer.

t Load the files into the Avid editing application monitor and then check the files back into the 
Interplay database.

Limiting the Number of Files Captured by the Editor or by Interplay | Production

The Avid editing applications keep track of the number of media files in a folder and 
automatically create a new folder when the total exceeds 5,000 files. This includes files created 
via the editor’s Capture command as well as files created from other methods in the editing 
application such as rendering and consolidating. The new folder has a .x extension such as 
FolderName.2. For earlier versions of the editing applications you need to keep track of the 
number of media files in a folder. For performance reasons you should split up the files in the 
folders after they reach 5,000 files as described in this section. 

In general, you should create a workflow that avoids capturing too many files to a single folder. 
If you know that you will have recurring ingests, you should manage the folders for those 
ingests. For example, you could name folders for the days of the week or for specific types of 
ingest. Then you could regularly empty those folders as part of your delete workflow. For 
additional information, see the chapter on Delete Guidelines in the Interplay Best Practices 
Guide.
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Interplay | Media Indexer Restart Behavior

You have the following options when you restart a Interplay Media Indexer that has existing 
cache files:

• REINDEX_CHANGED: This is the default option. The Interplay Media Indexer indexes 
media files that have been added or changed within the last two hours since the cache was 
last saved. The amount of time is configurable. The Interplay Media Indexer does not 
reindex all known files to validate the cache.

• REINDEX_ALWAYS: This is identical to the default behavior of previous releases as 
follow:

- Index any media files added to the storage locations since the cache was last saved.

- Reindex all known files to validate the cache information.

• REINDEX_CHANGED_LOCAL: Reindex new or changed files on local storages and 
reindex all known files on shared storage locations.

• REINDEX_CHANGED_SHARED: Reindex new or changed media files on shared storage 
locations and reindex all media files on local storage locations

• REINDEX_NEVER: Do not check if any media files have been added or changed since the 
cache was written and do not validate the cache. This gives the fastest performance at startup 
but should only be used temporarily on the recommendation of Avid support.

You can set these options in the jini.config file located at the following location:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\config\jini\jini.config

The following shows the relevant portion of the file:

// Tolerance on reindexing of known files
// Media files modified up to this specified time, before the last time
// the MI cache was saved will NOT need to be re-validated.
// (depends on reindexingMode)
static timeStampOptimizationErrorMargin = new Long( 7200000 ); //2 hours

// Used to set reindexing mode for known files
// Reindexing of changed files adjusted by 
// timeStampOptimizationErrorMargin parameter 
// Possible values:
// REINDEX_ALWAYS - Always reindex known files
// REINDEX_NEVER - Never reindex known files
// REINDEX_CHANGED - Reindex known files on all storages if they were
// changed
// REINDEX_CHANGED_LOCAL  - Reindex known files on local storages 
// if they were changed and all known files on shared storages
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// REINDEX_CHANGED_SHARED - Reindex known files on shared storages if
// they were changed and all known files on local storages
// Default value: REINDEX_CHANGED
static reindexingMode = ReindexingMode.REINDEX_CHANGED;

The time range value is in milliseconds and is set to 2 hours by default. After you edit and save 
the file, restart the Interplay Media Indexer service as described in “Media Indexer Web UI 
Shutdown” on page 35.

Changing the Interplay | Media Indexer Full Resync Time

 The full Resync time is configurable. By default it is once a day at 1:00 AM.

To change the full resync time:

1. Edit the following file:

%Program Files%\Avid\AvidMI\state\config\jini\jini.config

2. Change the resync time. The following shows the relevant portion of the file:

// Default time for workspaces with scheduled time resync policy
static scheduledResyncTime = "01:00:00 AM";

3. Save your changes and restart the Interplay Media Indexer service as described in “Media 
Indexer Web UI Shutdown” on page 35. 

See also, “Viewing the Scan or Reindex Progress” on page 25.

Prebuilding a Media Indexer Cache During an 
Upgrade

Note that the information in this section applies to all Media Indexer v3.x upgrades. That is why 
the term HAG is still used.

A Media Indexer Service might take a long time to fully re-index all shared storage locations, 
depending on the size and the structural organization of media files on those storage locations.

The Media Indexer database format often changes between MI releases. When this happens, the 
existing  cache files from the previous version cannot be loaded. As a result, the Media Indexer 
must re-index the files on shared storage from scratch after an upgrade. During the re-index 
period, any media that has not been indexed yet is essentially offline to the Interplay system.

This re-indexation can be time consuming at a large site. Because there is often a need to keep 
the upgrade maintenance window as short as possible, the following procedure can be used to 
help minimize the re-indexation effort.
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The main idea is to have a separate MI that is not part of the HAG run the new software version 
and index the same shared storage locations that are indexed by the HAG MI nodes. One way to 
do this is to temporarily remove one of the MI nodes from the HAG  for the duration of the cache 
prebuilding. 

n This requires that you run the new MI software on one node to index your storage while the HAG 
MI nodes are still running the older MI software version.

Also note that it is best to have the MI machine that prebuilds the cache files set to run at the 
same time zone as the actual HAG MI nodes that the cache files get copied to.

To prebuild cache files during an upgrade:

1. Either setup a new MI or remove one of the existing MIs from the HAG.

2. Install the new MI software on the separate MI and have it index all of the storage locations 
that are monitored by the HAG.

3. Once the separate MI finishes indexing all the storage locations, copy all the cache files 
(%ProgramData%/Avid/AvidMI /*.cache) to a safe location.

4. Do not add this MI node back into the HAG until all MI nodes in the HAG are updated.

To load the prebuilt cache files on the HAG MIs:

1. On the MI in the HAG to be upgraded, turn off the Service Starter service. This will prevent 
the MI from automatically starting up while you are copying over the cache files.

2. Perform the MI upgrade. The MI will restart after the upgrade.

3. Shut down the MI service after it restarts from the upgrade.

4. Once the MI service is down, make sure that AvidMI.exe is no longer showing as a running 
process in the Task Manager.

5. Copy all the *.cache files from the previously safe location over to replace all existing 
*.cache files on the machine that the MI version was just updated on. 

6. After the copy is complete, start the MI service and restart the Service Starter Service.

Now the updated and newly started MI service will be able to load all the data from the 
copied cache files (as they are the same cache schema version). Then it will only scan the 
folders to find and index new or changed files that have changed or got added since that 
other special MI has indexed them.

7. If there are multiple MI nodes in the HAG, apply the same procedure to each of them 
separately.

8. If you removed an MI from the HAG to perform the cache pre-building, put it back into the 
HAG after the other MI nodes are updated.
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9. As soon as you remove the last MI node to be upgraded from the HAG, you can add the 
already-migrated MIs to the HAG. At that time the MI clients can start using the newly 
upgraded HAG.

As mentioned above, the updated and newly started MI service will be able to load all the 
data from the copied cache files (as they are the same cache schema version). Then it will 
only scan the folders to find and index new or changed files that have changed or got added 
since that other special MI has indexed them. The less files that have changed since then, the 
quicker the startup sequence of the Media Indexer. Best case (no indexing required), this 
takes only a few minutes per 1 million files to index. Typical performance should be roughly 
two minutes per 1 million files.
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